Rules Esiweni Picture Contest.
Modalities of participation.
The Participation in the coucours photo of Esiweni is opened to all the customers of Esiweni whose
stay took place aprés on November 30th, 2021. The competition(help) is announced on the web site
of Esiweni and on the social networks. To participate in our competition(help) photo of Esiweni,
every family participant has to send us by e-mail a single photo. Every photo will have to contain a
title. The participant will be informed by e-mail if his participation in the Grand Prix(Prize) is accepted
and of him(it) alignment(on-line publishing) of its photo.
Conditions of validity of photos
Every participating customer certifies to be the author of him(it) photography which he sends. Every
participating customer guaranteed to Esiweni that his(her,its) photography will not infringe on
privacy of people. He declares and guarantees to be in possession of authorizations necessity in the
reproduction or the representation of the photography on which represents perosnnes or movables
either real property or representative of the situations subjected(submitted) to authorization. The
customer Participant accepts all the conditions of deposit(warehouse) stipulated above and is
completely aware(conscious) that in the hypothesis where a legal proceeding would be instituted
against Esiweni because of this publication, the latter would have the faculty(power) to call the
Participant in guarantee.
Esiweni saves himself the possibility of removing if need any photography of its competition(help)
being the object of a complaint on behalf of a third(third party), so cancelling the participation of the
Participant.
Esiweni expressly reserves the right to eliminate without justification within the framework of
his(her) competition(help) any photography considered in whole or in part as not respecting the
conditions susceptible to damage his(her) image.
Use of photos
Every Participant guarantees to be the only holder and\or a dealer of the rights, in particular the
intellectual property, on the photography, the object of his participation for the Competition Photo
of Esiweni, and, consequently, to have only the quality to grant to it or give up exploitation rights to
the organizing Company. He guarantees, besides, not to have ended from contract with a third which
would impede the publication of the aforementioned photography.
Only because of subjecting to Grand Prix a photography of his choice, every Participant authorizes,
for free and not exclusive, for the whole world, the use of his photography by Esiweni on the web
site http://www.esiwenilodge.com or on his social networks Facebook, Twitter, Google +, Pinterest
And Instagram during all the duration the present contributes(competes) and for a duration of ten (
10 ) years from the date of fence(close) of the latter that is December 30th, 2028.
For that purpose, every Participant authorizes the organizing Company(Society) to use his
photography accompanied with his patronymic or with his pen name.
As such, every Participant grants to Esiweni the right(law) to reproduce and/or to represent and to
communicate the photography to the public in connection with the competition(help) photo of

Esiweni, everywhere, by any process of communication to the known or unknown public this day, in
particular,
without this list is restrictive, within the framework of a presentation(display) during internal and
external public / factual demonstrations(appearances), by any press release, exhibition stands and
internal and external exhibitions(exposures), for a distribution(broadcasting) by means of digital and
network supports(media) and other processes of remote transmission whatever is the shape, the
nature and the destination in particular Internet (include that of the partners of the organizing
Company(Society) there) among which the social networks, Extranet and Intranet, the terminals
/mobile devices (smartphones, tablets and nearby products) and by any known or unknown process
this day, e-mailing and e-newsletter, distribution(broadcasting) and put at the disposal by
display(posting) and distribution(casting) on paper or digital base (brochures, catalogs, insertions
press, leaflets, posters, invitation cards, newsletter, magazines, etc.) or any other process in a way
that each can have access of the place there and at the moment he(it) chooses.
Every Participant, agrees to give in gracefully and to not exclusive title, to Esiweni, for the whole
world, the whole rights of distribution(broadcasting) and communication to the public, reproduction,
representation and adaptation concerning the photography held(retained) to commercial,
advertising and promotional title, for information and of illustration.
Name of the Winner
Grand Prix will be enclosed on December 30th, 2021 in 11:59.
5 photos having received most of like on our site will be selected to pass in front of our juries at the
latest on January 15th 2022, which will consist of managers of the lodge, of some staff and of present
customers in the lodge this day of the vote. The results will be revealed to the public on January 15th
2019 on the site http://www.esiwenilodge.com
The Prize
A stay of 4 nights for 2 people to Esiweni during one of the three periods which will be proposed by
Esiweni and until December 15th, 2022 and except the school holidays and except(off) holidays.
In case of disputes, only the French regulation will be valid.

